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The SAT problem

The boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem:

x1 x2
n variables xi taking values
in tTRUE,FALSEu ” t+, -u

set of clauses: each clause �

constrains a (small) subset of variables
set of clauses: each clause �

constrains a (small) subset of variables

Computational question: decide if there exists any variable
assignment x P t+, -un satisfying all clauses.
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Constraint satisfaction problems

SAT is a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).

A general CSP is a set of variables subject to some
constraints: the question is to decide whether there exists
some variable assignment satisfying all constraints.

For a large class of CSPs, including SAT, best known
algorithms have exponential runtime on worst-case instances,
motivating interest in average-case behavior.

One direction is to investigate the typical behavior for models
of random CSPs, as the system size becomes large. This line
of research has been pursued since the 1980s.
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Formal definition of k-SAT

A k-SAT problem is specified by a boolean formula

clause of width k “ 4

p +x1 OR +x3 OR -x5 OR -x7 q

AND p -x1 OR -x2 OR +x5 OR +x6 q

AND p -x3 OR +x4 OR -x6 OR +x7 q

Assign variables xi P t+, -u to satisfy all clauses.

Equivalently, a factor graph with colored edges:

clauses F

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x6x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x6

blue edge affirms

clauses F

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x6

clauses F

blue edge affirms
yellow edge negates

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x6

yellow edge negates

clauses F

blue edge affirms
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Random k-SAT at clause density α

set F of m „ Poissonpnαq clauses

set V of n variables

set E of random edges, each clause degree k (here k “ 3)

randomly divided into affirmative and negative
— altogether forms a random k-SAT instance G :

an ‘average-case’ version of k-SAT
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SAT threshold conjecture

SAT threshold conjecture. For each fixed k (with k ě 2),
random k-SAT has a sharp satisfiability threshold αsatpkq:

22 B. Selman et al./ArrQicial Intelligence 81 (1996) 17-29 
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Fig. 3. Median DP calls for 50-variable random 3-SAT as a function of the ratio of clauses to variables. 
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Fig. 4. Probability of satisfiability of 50-variable formulas, as a function of the ratio of clauses to variables. 

4). There is a remarkable correspondence between the peak on our curve for number 
of recursive calls and the point where the probability that a formula is satisfiable is 
about 0.5. The main empirical conclusion we draw from this is that the hardest area for 
satisjiability is near the point where 50% of the formulas are satisjiable. 

This “50%-satisfiable” point seems to occur at a fixed ratio of the number of clauses 
to the number of variables: when the number of clauses is about 4.3 times the number 
of variables. There is a boundary effect for small formulas, and the location gradually 
decreases with N: the 50%-point occurs at 4.55 for formulas with 20 variables; 4.36 
for 50 variables; 4.31 for 100 variables and 4.3 for 150 variables (all empirically 
determined). We conjecture that this ratio approaches about 4.25 for very large numbers 
of variables. The peak hardness for DP exhibits the same behavior that we have just 
described for the 50-% satisfiable point. These observations about the 50%-satisfiable 
point are confirmed by more detailed experiments [ 10,271. 

While the performance of DP can be improved by using clever variable selection 
heuristics, (e.g., [4,38] ), it seems unlikely that such heuristics will qualitatively al- 
ter the easy-hard-easy pattern. The formulas in the hard area appear to be the most 
challenging for the strategies we have tested, and we conjecture that they will be for 

PpSATq
Selman–Mitchel–Levesque ’96,
3-SAT with n “ 50 variables

converges to sharp threshold
in limit nÑ8

clause-to-variable ratio α (k fixed)

SAT
(with high probability)

UNSAT
(with high probability)

Since early ’90s, known for k “ 2, open for k ě 3.
(k “ 2) Goerdt ’92, ’96, Chvátal–Reed ’92, de la Vega ’92
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Friedgut’s theorem

Friedgut (’99) proved there is a threshold sequence αsatpnq:

increasing α

sharp threshold αsat

independent of n

okp1q gap

best prior bounds: Coja-Oghlan–
–Panagiotou ’14

Kirousis–Kranakis–
–Krizanc–Stamatiou ’96

(earlier rigorous lower bounds)

Achlioptas–Peres ’03

Achlioptas–Moore ’02

algorithmic:
Frieze–Suen ’96,
Coja-Oghlan ’10

this talk: sharp threshold
MMZ ’06, DSS ’14
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First moment

Let Z pG q ” |SOLpG q| ” #satisfying assignments of G .

Denote Z ” Z pG q where G is a random k-SAT formula with
n variables, m „ Poissonpnαq clauses. Assume m “ nα.

EZ “ 2n
p1´ 1{2k

q
nα
“ exp

!

n
´

ln 2` α lnp1´ 1{2k
q

¯)

.

Exponent zero at α1
.
“ 2k ln 2. Above α1, EZ � 1.

PpZ ‰ 0q ď EZ , so Z “ 0 whp. So if αsat exists, it is ď α1.

The bound isn’t tight: there is a non-trivial interval pαsat, α1q

where EZ � 1 even though Z “ 0 with high probability. Thus
EZ is dominated by a rare event where Z is extremely large.
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Statistical physics of random CSPs

A major challenge has been to understand the complicated
geometry of the solution space SOL for random CSPs.

Statistical physicists made major advances on this front by
showing how to adapt heuristics from the study of spin glasses
(disordered magnets) to explain the CSP solution space.

Mézard–Parisi ’85, ’86, ’87; Fu–Anderson ’86

Some remarkable physics conjectures for spin glasses & CSPs
on dense graphs have been rigorously proved:

Aldous ’00, Guerra ’03, Talagrand ’06, Panchenko ’11, Wästlund ’10

(for conjectures of Parisi, Mézard, Krauth in ’70s and ’80s)

Less is understood for sparse models like random k-SAT.
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A ‘universality class’ of sparse random CSPs

Extensive physics literature proposes a class of sparse random
CSPs exhibiting the same qualitative behavior — ‘1RSB’.

Krza̧ka la–Montanari–Ricci-Tersenghi–Semerjian–Zdeborová ’07,

Zdeborová–Krza̧ka la ’07, Montanari–Ricci-Tersenghi–Semerjian ’08

Such models are believed to exhibit a complex phase diagram:
solution space SOL exhibits several distinct behaviors.

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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A ‘universality class’ of sparse random CSPs

Extensive physics literature proposes a class of sparse random
CSPs exhibiting the same qualitative behavior — ‘1RSB’.

Krza̧ka la–Montanari–Ricci-Tersenghi–Semerjian–Zdeborová ’07,

Zdeborová–Krza̧ka la ’07, Montanari–Ricci-Tersenghi–Semerjian ’08

Such models are believed to exhibit a complex phase diagram:
solution space SOL exhibits several distinct behaviors.

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]
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with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
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ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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The 1RSB threshold

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
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ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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increasing α

The 1RSB models are predicted to exhibit a very specific
clustering structure in the regime of α preceding αsat.

(more on this later)

On the basis of this structural assumption, one can derive an
explicit conjecture αsat “ α‹. This is the 1RSB threshold
formula. Similar formulas can be derived in other models.

derivation for random k-SAT: Mertens–Mézard–Zecchina ’06
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The 1RSB threshold

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).
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are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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UNSAT

increasing α

The 1RSB models are predicted to exhibit a very specific
clustering structure in the regime of α preceding αsat.

(more on this later)

On the basis of this structural assumption, one can derive an
explicit conjecture αsat “ α‹. This is the 1RSB threshold
formula. Similar formulas can be derived in other models.

derivation for random k-SAT: Mertens–Mézard–Zecchina ’06



Statistical physics: Moment method and 1RSB (13/28)

Moment method and 1RSB

In prior literature, best bounds on αsat are by moment method
on Z (number of solutions), with increasingly sophisticated
truncation/conditioning to handle the non-concentration of Z .

Kirousis–Kranakis–Krizanc–Stamatiou ’96

Achlioptas–Moore ’02, Achlioptas–Peres ’03, Coja-Oghlan–Panagiotou ’14

The physics explains the source of non-concentration (‘RSB’)
— strongly suggests moment method on Z cannot detect αsat.
The 1RSB hypothesis indicates a better path to the threshold.

The predicted threshold value α‹ is a complicated function —
makes it (highly) unlikely that a rigorous determination of αsat

can be made without relying on the physics insight.
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Replica symmetry breaking



RSB: SAT as graphical model (14/28)

SAT as graphical model

We can adopt another perspective on the random k-SAT
solution space SOL Ď t+, -un, by defining

ν ” uniform probability measure over SOL.

Fix the k-SAT instance, thereby fixing ν, and consider X „ ν:
a t+, -u-valued stochastic process indexed by the variables.

Asking about the geometric structure of SOL can be recast as
asking about the behavior of typical samples X „ ν.

The (random) measure ν is an example of a graphical model
(or factor model/Gibbs measure/Markov random field).
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RSB: RS(B) in graphical models (15/28)

RS(B) in graphical models

Physicists classify graphical models ν as replica symmetric or
replica symmetry breaking (RS/RSB) as follows. For simplicity,
assume variables Xi take values in t+, -u for all 1 ď i ď n.

We say ν is RS if faraway variables are ‘nearly independent’
(correlation decay). In particular, if X 1,X 2 iid

„ ν (replicas), then

overlappX 1,X 2
q ”

1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

X 1
i X 2

i is concentrated (LLN).

Otherwise, ν has long-range dependencies and it is RSB. In
this case overlappX 1,X 2q has a non-trivial distribution.

failure of correlation decay is a key source of difficulty in the analysis
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RSB: RS in SAT context (16/28)

RS(B) in SAT context

Random k-SAT exhibits both RS and RSB regimes:

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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In one regime, SOL has exponentially many clusters, each
carrying an exponentially small fraction of the total mass.

Replicas X 1,X 2 iid
„ ν are in different clusters with high

probability, and are nearly orthogonal (clusters are far apart).

Thus overlappX 1,X 2q is whp near zero. This is the RS regime.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).
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fixed n:
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calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
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approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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In one regime, SOL has exponentially many clusters, each
carrying an exponentially small fraction of the total mass.

Replicas X 1,X 2 iid
„ ν are in different clusters with high

probability, and are nearly orthogonal (clusters are far apart).

Thus overlappX 1,X 2q is whp near zero. This is the RS regime.
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RS(B) in SAT context

Random k-SAT exhibits both RS and RSB regimes:

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
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same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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In one regime, SOL has exponentially many clusters, each
carrying an exponentially small fraction of the total mass.

Replicas X 1,X 2 iid
„ ν are in different clusters with high
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Thus overlappX 1,X 2q is whp near zero.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
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fixed n:
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positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
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(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two
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now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.
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precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
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then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
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from the large k expansion.
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Nearer to αsat, almost all mass in bounded number of clusters.

Replicas X 1,X 2 iid
„ ν are either in different clusters with

overlap
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“ 0, or in the same cluster with overlap

.
“ 1.

Both events occur with non-neglible probability, so overlap
distribution is non-trivial. This is the RSB regime.
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RS(B) in SAT context

Random k-SAT exhibits both RS and RSB regimes:

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Nearer to αsat, almost all mass in bounded number of clusters.

Replicas X 1,X 2 iid
„ ν are either in different clusters with
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Both events occur with non-neglible probability, so overlap
distribution is non-trivial. This is the RSB regime.
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RS(B) in SAT context

Random k-SAT exhibits both RS and RSB regimes:

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Nearer to αsat, almost all mass in bounded number of clusters.
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Both events occur with non-neglible probability, so overlap
distribution is non-trivial.

This is the RSB regime.
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RS(B) in SAT context

Random k-SAT exhibits both RS and RSB regimes:

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Nearer to αsat, almost all mass in bounded number of clusters.

Replicas X 1,X 2 iid
„ ν are either in different clusters with

overlap
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“ 0, or in the same cluster with overlap
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Both events occur with non-neglible probability, so overlap
distribution is non-trivial. This is the RSB regime.
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Clusters of solutions

Why does the solution space SOL exhibit clustering?

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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The random SAT graph is sparse — each variable participates
in bounded number of clauses. Each clause has some freedom.
A typical x P SOL thus has ě nπ free variables.

By sparsity, extract nπ1 free variables with no shared clauses.
Flipping any subset of these variables gives another rx P SOL:

x P cluster Ď SOL with |cluster| ě 2nπ1

.
Such clustering is a generic feature of sparse random CSPs.
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Clusters of solutions

Why does the solution space SOL exhibit clustering?

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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The random SAT graph is sparse — each variable participates
in bounded number of clauses.

Each clause has some freedom.
A typical x P SOL thus has ě nπ free variables.

By sparsity, extract nπ1 free variables with no shared clauses.
Flipping any subset of these variables gives another rx P SOL:

x P cluster Ď SOL with |cluster| ě 2nπ1

.
Such clustering is a generic feature of sparse random CSPs.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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The random SAT graph is sparse — each variable participates
in bounded number of clauses. Each clause has some freedom.

A typical x P SOL thus has ě nπ free variables.

By sparsity, extract nπ1 free variables with no shared clauses.
Flipping any subset of these variables gives another rx P SOL:

x P cluster Ď SOL with |cluster| ě 2nπ1

.
Such clustering is a generic feature of sparse random CSPs.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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The random SAT graph is sparse — each variable participates
in bounded number of clauses. Each clause has some freedom.
A typical x P SOL thus has ě nπ free variables.

By sparsity, extract nπ1 free variables with no shared clauses.
Flipping any subset of these variables gives another rx P SOL:

x P cluster Ď SOL with |cluster| ě 2nπ1

.
Such clustering is a generic feature of sparse random CSPs.
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Why does the solution space SOL exhibit clustering?
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
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ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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The random SAT graph is sparse — each variable participates
in bounded number of clauses. Each clause has some freedom.
A typical x P SOL thus has ě nπ free variables.

By sparsity, extract nπ1 free variables with no shared clauses.

Flipping any subset of these variables gives another rx P SOL:
x P cluster Ď SOL with |cluster| ě 2nπ1

.
Such clustering is a generic feature of sparse random CSPs.
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Why does the solution space SOL exhibit clustering?
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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The random SAT graph is sparse — each variable participates
in bounded number of clauses. Each clause has some freedom.
A typical x P SOL thus has ě nπ free variables.

By sparsity, extract nπ1 free variables with no shared clauses.
Flipping any subset of these variables gives another rx P SOL:

x P cluster Ď SOL with |cluster| ě 2nπ1

.
Such clustering is a generic feature of sparse random CSPs.
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Clusters of solutions

Why does the solution space SOL exhibit clustering?

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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The random SAT graph is sparse — each variable participates
in bounded number of clauses. Each clause has some freedom.
A typical x P SOL thus has ě nπ free variables.

By sparsity, extract nπ1 free variables with no shared clauses.
Flipping any subset of these variables gives another rx P SOL:

x P cluster Ď SOL with |cluster| ě 2nπ1

.

Such clustering is a generic feature of sparse random CSPs.
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Clusters of solutions

Why does the solution space SOL exhibit clustering?

increasing α

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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The random SAT graph is sparse — each variable participates
in bounded number of clauses. Each clause has some freedom.
A typical x P SOL thus has ě nπ free variables.

By sparsity, extract nπ1 free variables with no shared clauses.
Flipping any subset of these variables gives another rx P SOL:

x P cluster Ď SOL with |cluster| ě 2nπ1

.
Such clustering is a generic feature of sparse random CSPs.
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Where are we?

Random k-SAT with n variables, m „ Poissonpnαq clauses:

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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So far, we’ve tried to give a tour of the phase diagram — the
(conjectural) geometry of SOL Ď t+, -un, as α varies.

geometry Ø correlation decay properties

How did physicists actually come up with such a picture
(complete with exact numerical predictions)?

What are the implications for the rigorous approaches to αsat?
For example, how does all this relate back to EZ?
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Where are we?

Random k-SAT with n variables, m „ Poissonpnαq clauses:

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
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"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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So far, we’ve tried to give a tour of the phase diagram — the
(conjectural) geometry of SOL Ď t+, -un, as α varies.

geometry Ø correlation decay properties

How did physicists actually come up with such a picture
(complete with exact numerical predictions)?

What are the implications for the rigorous approaches to αsat?
For example, how does all this relate back to EZ?



1RSB: Review (19/28)

Where are we?

Random k-SAT with n variables, m „ Poissonpnαq clauses:

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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So far, we’ve tried to give a tour of the phase diagram — the
(conjectural) geometry of SOL Ď t+, -un, as α varies.

geometry Ø correlation decay properties

How did physicists actually come up with such a picture
(complete with exact numerical predictions)?

What are the implications for the rigorous approaches to αsat?
For example, how does all this relate back to EZ?
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possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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So far, we’ve tried to give a tour of the phase diagram — the
(conjectural) geometry of SOL Ď t+, -un, as α varies.

geometry Ø correlation decay properties

How did physicists actually come up with such a picture
(complete with exact numerical predictions)?

What are the implications for the rigorous approaches to αsat?
For example, how does all this relate back to EZ?



1RSB: Cluster complexity function (20/28)

Cluster complexity function

Under an additional set of assumptions (1RSB) (more later)

expected #clusters of size exptns ` opnqu
.
“ typical #clusters of size exptns ` opnqu

.
“ exptnΣpsq ` opnqu

for explicit Σpsq, the so-called ‘cluster complexity function.’
(Implicitly, Σpsq “ Σps;αq.) Then Z “ |SOL| has expectation

EZ “
ÿ

0ďsďln 2

exptnrs ` Σpsqsu.

Dominated by s “ s‹ where Σ1ps‹q “ ´1. Since we know Σ,
we can see how maxsrs ` Σpsqs changes with α.
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1RSB: Condensation (21/28)

RS to RSB (condensation/Kauzmann transition)

EZ .
“ exptnrs‹ ` Σps‹qsu where Σ1ps‹q “ ´1. As α increases:

0 s

Σpsq

RS RSB UNSAT

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
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ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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typical picture is dominated by
Op1q clusters of this size

(the condensation phenomenon)

Upon onset of RSB (condensation/Kauzmann transition), EZ
becomes dominated by atypically large clusters. Z � EZ whp.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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becomes dominated by atypically large clusters. Z � EZ whp.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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typical picture is dominated by
Op1q clusters of this size

(the condensation phenomenon)

Upon onset of RSB (condensation/Kauzmann transition), EZ
becomes dominated by atypically large clusters. Z � EZ whp.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
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"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
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k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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typical picture is dominated by
Op1q clusters of this size

(the condensation phenomenon)

Upon onset of RSB (condensation/Kauzmann transition), EZ
becomes dominated by atypically large clusters. Z � EZ whp.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
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below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).
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typical picture is dominated by
Op1q clusters of this size

(the condensation phenomenon)

Upon onset of RSB (condensation/Kauzmann transition), EZ
becomes dominated by atypically large clusters. Z � EZ whp.



1RSB: Definition of 1RSB (22/28)

Definition of 1RSB

The detailed phase diagram is derived with the assumption

expected #clusters of size exptnsu
.
“ typical #clusters of size exptnsu

— from this, non-concentration of Z ô RSB in SOL. For the
assumption to hold, need lack of RSB at level of clusters.

The one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB) heuristic
postulates that solution clusters are replica symmetric even
when individual satisfying assignments are RSB.

This assumption underlies the explicit derivation of Σpsq,
and yields α‹ “ maxtα : Σmaxpαq ” maxs Σps;αq ą 0u.
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Formulas: 1RSB formulas (23/28)

1RSB formulas

The one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB) heuristic
postulates that solution clusters are replica symmetric even
when individual satisfying assignments are RSB.

no ‘clusters within clusters’

How to get from this to formulas? What does it really mean
for clusters to be RS? Need graphical model of clusters.

here, graphical model “ (weighted) CSP

The random graphs are locally tree-like — few short cycles.
Trees are great for formulas (fixed-point equations).

The measure ν over SOL reflects k-SAT on the random graph.
To reduce to ‘k-SAT on a tree,’ we need to understand the
marginal νU over large neighborhoods U , say U “ Btpvq.
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Formulas: Tree recursions (24/28)

Cavity measure and fixed points

Markov: νUpxUq – 1txU satisfies all clauses in UuνGzUpxBUq.

The central difficulty is to understand the law of xBU in the
cavity graph GzU . Ideally, D measure q on t+, -u so that

νGzUpxBUq
.
“

ź

uPBU

qpxuq for any U . (‹)

If W Ď U , νW is marginal of νU ù fixed-point eqn. for q.
Solve for q‹. Write Zn as telescoping product of Zi{Zi´1:

pZnq
1{n .
“

Zn

Zn´1
“
ÿ

xv

Ψpxv , xBv q
ź

uPBv

q‹pxuq ” φ

so (‹) yields Zn
.
“ φn for explicit φ!
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BP fixed points

νGzUpxBUq
.
“

ź

uPBU

qpxuq for any U (‹)

breaks down upon onset of RSB.

1RSB says that a
modification of (‹) holds within each individual cluster γ:

no ‘clusters within clusters’

νγGzUpxBUq
.
“

ź

uPBU

qγ
uÑppuqpxuq for any γ,U .

Instead of recursion for single q, have the (vector) BP eqns.:
qγ “ BPpqγ; G q. 1RSB correspondence γ Ø νγ Ø qγ.

Lift G to new CSP G BP whose constraints are the BP eqns.:
tclusters γu Ø tBP fixed points qγu Ø tsolutions of G BPu.
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Cluster complexity function

tclusters γu Ø tBP fixed points qγu Ø tsolutions of G BPu.

G BP is just another CSP — but 1RSB says that G BP is RS
even if G is RSB. The desired condition (‹) then holds.

Thus can get to a fixed-point equation for a single Q, solve for
Q‹, and get the partition function Z pG BPq.

On G , q is a measure on x P t+, -u, and Z pG q is the number
of k-SAT solutions. On G BP, Q is a measure on q P Pt+, -u,
and the partition function Z pG BPq is the number of clusters.

Z pG BPq
.
“ exptnΣmaxpαqu for explicit Σmax ù explicit α‹.

With more work, can predict full curve Σps;αq.
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Combinatorial cluster encoding

If only interested in maxs Σpsq, can further reduce BP to WP:
qxÑy (measure on t+, -u) projects to πxÑy P t+, -, freeu.

see Parisi ’02, Braunstein–Mézard–Zecchina ’02

Maneva–Mossel–Wainwright ’05

tclusters γu Ø tBP fixed points qγu Ø tWP fixed points πγu,
πγ P t+, -, freeu2E with πγ “ WPpπγ; G q.

WP has nice interpretation: if variable v neighbors clause a,
πγ
aÑv “ +{- iff a forces xv “ +{- in cluster γ;
πγ
vÑa “ +{- iff Bvza forces xv “ +{- in cluster γ.

random regular NAE-SAT, random regular IND-SET, random SAT

So far, in models where αsat was rigorously determined, lower
bounds go through WP configurations π. Informal idea is to
show that the π’s ‘do not cluster’ — partially confirms 1RSB.
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Open questions

What is the typical value of Z?

Other aspects of phase diagram (structural properties of SOL)?

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.

" (s)

s

!s(k)!c(k)

m (!)

1

0.5

0

Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.

10320 " www.pnas.org'cgi'doi'10.1073'pnas.0703685104 Krza̧ka!a et al.

How does the picture change at positive temperature?

Models with higher levels of RSB (MAX-CUT)?



Conclusion: The explicit threshold (28/28)

Explicit k-SAT threshold & thanks!

Let P ” space of probability measures on r0, 1s. Define the
distributional recursion Rα : P Ñ P,

pRαµqpBq ”
ÿ

d”pd+,d-q

παpdq
ż

1

" p1´ Π-qΠ+

Π+ ` Π- ´ Π+Π-
P B

*

ź

i,j

dµpη±ijq

with παpdq ” e´kαpkα{2qd+
`d-

pd+q!pd-q! , Π± ” Π±pd , ηq ”
d±
ź

i“1

ˆ

1´
k´1
ź

j“1

η±ij

˙

.

We show pRαq`11{2
`Ñ8ÝÑ µα, and use µα to define

Φpαq “
ÿ

d

παpdq
ż

ln

ˆ

Π+ ` Π- ´ Π+Π-

p1´śk
j“1 ηjqαpk´1q

˙

ź

j

dµαpηjq
ź

i,j

dµαpη±ijq.

For k ě k0, the random k-SAT threshold αsat “ α‹ is the unique solution
of Φpαq “ 0 in the interval 2k ln 2´ 2 ď α ď 2k ln 2.
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